IDAHO WINS ANOTHER GAME OVER W. S. C.

Visitors Outplayed from Start to Finish.
Score, 20 to 7. Oregon
Tonight.

Idaho easily won in the second half. Idaho W. S. C. basketball game of the season. Friday night. Idaho was the better of the two teams in the first half, and had the advantage of the home court. The second half was much better played, and Idaho played the better of the two teams.

The lights went off during the last half. The 15 minutes of semi-darkness rested the teams considerably, but they were able to play the remainder of the game at a terrific speed. Leach, because lively toward the end of the game and scored four points on field goals. Hackett was substituted for Changnon in the last half.

Curts scored six points on free throws out of eleven chances. W. S. C. did not have enough field goals, and none of them were very lucky. The visitors succeeded in three of the twelve chances offered by Idaho's foul.

The lineup was:

Idaho W. S. C.

Burtis..................Duquett

Lox..................Barrett

Montgomery...........Buck

Changnon.............LaPelletier

Gardner, Banes, Riddle.

Oregon Tonight and Tomorrow.

There will be two conference games this week. The Saint from the U. of O. will be here and furnish some fast playing. But Idaho has made a good showing again.

Fencing Hults Saturdays.

Fencing hectic to determine the winner of the Lewis fencing trophy for 1910 and 1911 and will be held in the University Gymnasium February 10th and 11th. To be at 11:30 a.m. On February 10th. Starters will be:


Lieutenant Calson, who is to succeed Lieutenant Smith in charge of the field, left Los Angeles last Sunday evening and will probably reach Moscow tomorrow. Review and inspection of the cadets will be held in Lewis Hall tomorrow afternoon at 3:30. The new "Silky" is expected to be present. Commissions will be presented to all the present and regiment officers.

MABEL PAULSON WILL SING

Former Student at U. to Give Concert Friday Night—Colleges Musicians Assist.

Next Friday night Moscow citizens will have an opportunity to hear a rare musical entertainment. Miss Mabel Paulson is to appear at the Methodist church under the auspices of the Ladies Aid Society.

She lived in Moscow during her childhood and is well known here. It is of especial interest to university students to learn that she attended the U. of I.

Miss Paulson has become a great singer, perhaps best known by the press in the highest terms. She has a beautiful soprano voice.

The Boston Miner says of her:

"The charming Mabel Paulson sang with rare sweetness and operatic finesse a variety of songs well known in the Philippines and stage presence. Her voice shows careful cultivation and her renditions of the old songs of the Philippines in which she gave a pretty sentimental version of the song by the use of a real true met with votaries applause.

The Ledger of Minot, N. D., says:

"Miss Paulson has no doubt the finest voice ever heard here. All lovers of good singing will enjoy the program tonight."

The entertainment Friday night will be almost definitely representative of the Philippines. Not only is Miss Paulson a former student, but she will be assisted and accompanied by members of the faculty of the University Department of Music. Miss Collart and Miss Rossbutter will appear in concert with her. The admission is 25 cents.

A Former Student Dies in the Philippines.

Maurice Moody, a former student in the Preparatory department died a few days ago in the Philippines, where he had been since April, 1908. He was chief clerk in the general hospital in Manila. His body was in Moscow and a member of the Preparatory class which graduated in 1908. He was 32 years of age. His body will be shipped to Moscow for burial.

One of his sisters is now in the third year class of the Preparatory department and two of his sisters and a brother have graduated from the University.

"Myr'," is a teacher in the Moscow schools, and Ethel, '06, is now Mrs. Frank Byrne, of Seattle.
The incident occurred at 11 P.M. at the home of Mr. and Mrs. John Doe, located at 123 Main Street. The police were called and arrived at the scene within minutes. Thesuspect, John Smith, a 25-year-old man with a criminal record, was identified by eyewitnesses as the perpetrator. The victim, Jane Doe, a 32-year-old mother of two, was pronounced dead on arrival at the hospital. The investigation is ongoing, and the police are urging anyone with information to come forward. Any assistance provided will be greatly appreciated. Please call the police at 555-1234.
OF INTEREST TO STUDENTS

Important Suggestions to All Students Interested in the Violin.

[Letter from the Violin Department]

1. Daily Work.—As soon as the pupil has come to a definite conclusion as to how much time he can daily devote to the study of the violin, he should divide his work into three equal parts as follows:
   1. Finger exercises, scales and choruses.
   2. Studies (exercises).
   3. Solo pieces.

It is better to practice a few things thoroughly than a great many at once and carelessly. Of finger exercises eight to ten new ones should be taken every day. In studying etudes and solos it is advisable to divide the work into parts, learning a new one every day, and reviewing those already practiced. A certain amount of time should be devoted at least once a week to reading at sight and ensemble playing.

2. Bad Habits in Playing.—Violinists are apt to fall into all manner of bad habits, such as making laces, blushing up the shoulders, leading the violin string, bending forward, groaning, standing unsteadily, standing and keeping time with the feet, coining sound, etc., all of which are most undesirable practices, that must be conquered if one does not care to run the risk of making a caricature of himself. Self control on the part of a pupil is necessary to overcome these bad habits. In the absence of a teacher it is a good plan to practice before a large looking glass.

3. Standing, Walking and Sitting while Practicing.—To stand, standing for hours at a time is tiring. To walk slowly about the room will be found to lessen the burden of fatigue, especially when practicing any length of time. This affords a good opportunity of learning solos by heart, which is a very essential accomplishment in a violinist. It is well to practice occasionally in a sitting posture, so that when required one can play in orchestra or chamber music without being impeded in any way by an uncustomed position of body or instrument.

At Crystal Theatre.

A brief sketch of Mr. Stuts' great historical play entitled Le Bastin, thirty two years past while reading Carlyle's history of the French Revolution and the following, On August 7th, 1786, a young advocate, Monsieur Bertrand, was arrested on his wedding night accused by one Lematir de lisonson to his king, placed in the Bastille and then suffered for twenty years. When taken from his dungeon he was found to be insane but conscious of all previous events. The people elected him representative. His wife believing him dead married Maurice St. Cyr and bore him a child, a son which survived his father. Bertrand, believing the boy's father his persecutor had the boy condemned to die as an aristocrat, wishing to destroy the name St. Cyr. In this prison was placed the great American liberator, Thomas Payne, who made every effort of humanity to defend his companions and secured the Atlantic and set the slumbering embers of freedom burning until forty million Frenchmen shouted, "Liberty for man."

Yet the majority of men when they go to a restaurant will pick out the high stew and the feed board with no cloth on it in preference to a comfortable chair! with a cloth covered table. A man will borrow a sheaf of tobacco and most of them eat their teeth into a plug where some other man has ground off a chew. Offer him a piece of pie at home from which his wife or one of the children, ren had taken a bite and he would holler his head off. At home he will not drink out of a glass or cup from which one of the family have been drinking. Call him into the back stall of a livery barn pull out a bottle and he will stick the neck of the bottle half way down his throat to get a swig, after half a dozen other fellows have had the neck of the bottle in their mouths, Truly a man is a queer creature.

A timely' time to ask this question.

What precious stone of rare beauty comes from the mines of Brazil and Siberia?

Can you say what name has this gem, which in mediaeval times was worn as an amulet by knights to protect them in battle?

Can you tell It's the Amethyst—the natural stone of the month. The gift ideal for February.

L. C. Griffin, The Jeweler

Oberg Bros.
118-120 Third St.
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INTER-COLLEGIATE

U. of O Waits Print Shop.
The regents of the University of Oregon have asked the legislators for a printing shop on the campus. At present all the university printing is done by the state printer and it causes some delay and extra expense. If a shop could be established on the campus, all the work for the university could be done there and the student paper could be printed on the campus as well. It might be possible to put out a daily student paper as is done at Washington.

Captain Cox, of the Whitman basketball team, has resigned from his position as captain and also as a member of the Whitman team because of a heavy study schedule. The students are mourning over the loss of this peerless basketball leader, and they truthfully say that their championship aspirations are nipped in the bud by the loss of their captain. Cox deserves the reputation he has won in the Northwest as an athlete of exceptional ability, but his action in placing his books first is just as commendable as the splendid spirit he has shown in an athletic way at his own institution.

—W. S. O’Deer Green.

Milk vs. Beer.
A large factory in Germany has made a practical test of the difference between beer and milk, and the result is that the beer soldier no longer finds it profitable to come to the factory while the milk dealer brings more milk than the brewery wagon formerly brought beer. The milk quenches thirst, refreshes and invigorates; the beer makes the men heavy, stupid and tired. Bread is ten times as nutritious as beer and contains no poison. Beer contains enough alcohol to do more harm than its nutrition can do good. Beer slows the digestion of other food and the quicker the alcohol it contains passes into the system the worse for the drinker, for poisons that are absorbed quickly give the system less time to resist them.

At Wisconsin, a record of the scholarship of the fraternity is kept. The house with the highest record for the semester receives the interfraternity scholarship cup.

Citizen—So you carry the mail, do you?
Postman—Yes.
Citizen—Ever carry any females?
Postman—Sure, Santa Fe mail.
Citizen—What’ll you drink?

Preminent Y. W. C. A. Worker Hero Friday.
Miss Miscal Kawai, a member of the National Board of the Young Women’s Christian Association for Japan, and a member of the World’s Committee for the same organization, will visit at the University Friday, February 10. Miss Kawai is a graduate of Bywa Maa. She is on her return from attendance at the International Y. W. C. A. Conference in Berlin.


Geo. W. Suppiger
ATTORNEY AT LAW

Third St. Barber Shop
AND BATH
J. M. STEWART, Prop.
WE CATER TO STUDENT TRADE. TRY US

—

Third Street Market
WILSON & WILSON, Props.
Dealers in Fresh and Cured Meats
PHONE 421

FRANK YANGLE
THE TAILOR
Repairing a Specialty
Special Rates to Students

The New Bakery
GOODS DELIVERED
Third St. Phone 1526

NEELÉY & SON
Auto Livery and Cab Line
Service Day and Night
Calls Promptly Attended
PHONE 511

O. H. SCHWARZ
THE TAILOR
Largest Stock, Best Workmanship,
Latest Styles, in our motto.
W. 3rd St. Nat. Bank Block

The Curtis News Stand
Cigars—Confectionery
Subscriptions Taken for all Magazines and Newspapers

J. E. MUGDETT & SON
FUEL, FEED AND FLOUR—
Students’ Orders Given Special Attention
Phone 196 Cor. 6th and Main

HODGINS

KODAKS

CANDIES

PURE DRUGS

STATIONERY

College Text Books and Students’ Supplies

Students Visit

CHILDERS BROS.

HOT DRINKS
HOT TAMALEs
ICE CREAM
CANDY

They have the nicest Confectionary Parsers in the Northwest

Here is truly a SCHOLAR'S BARBER SHOP
A clean, quiet and respectable place of business. A thoroughly up to date, efficient and courteous proprietor. All work done in the most tasteful and distinguished manner. Modern aniseptic methods used throughout. Don’t fail to visit Waldorf when you want a clean, quick, smooth, comfortable shave, and for any other work where skill and a complete knowledge of the tonorial art is required.

WALDORF PENDLETON
U p h a n t Shop — 50th University Ave.
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The Question Has Been Chosen—

Last Monday evening the annual dance of the Idaho Alpha of the Phi Delta Theta was held in Eggn's Hall. It was attended by a very select number of Moscow's society people together with the present active fraternity members.

The decorations of the hall were a departure from previous decorations in that hall. Numerous Japanese lanterns and ribbons in the Phi Delta Theta colors were suspended from the light fixtures and ceiling. Numerous college pennants adorned the gallery, while the best furniture obtainable in the city had been placed along the walls for the accommodation of the guests.

The main staircase leading from the main floor up to the stage, which had been metamorphosed into a supper room, was the most striking innovation. A close second was in the position of the orchestras, up in the gallery, above the dancers.

The orchestra was composed of college players, in all ten pieces. The music was the best obtainable, ranging from such rag pieces as "Cubanola Gido" and "Naughty Eyes" to the more difficult Strauss Waltzes; the 9th dance was the "Polka Theta Waltz."

The evening was passed in a very enjoyable way, dancing being concluded at 1:30 a.m.

The Phi Delta Thetas are to be congratulated on the fine showing their annual event made.

Prominent Senior Leaves College.

Oliver Price, president of the A. S. U. L., left Moscow for Spokane yesterday morning, where he will take a position as assistant boys' physical director, in the city Y. M. C. A. He is well fitted to hold the position, having done gymnastics work of all kinds almost daily for several years. Besides this he has trained for outdoor work on the track, doing especially well in the long distance races and cross-country runs.

The work will be well suited to his temperament and will hold much interest and pleasure for him. The offer of the position was so strong a temptation that he decided to leave college in the middle of his senior year.

In Mr. Price Idaho loses an active worker in all branches of student activities. He was president of the Associated Students and also of the University Y. M. C. A. He has been a member of the College Orchestra, the Victor Price Debaters, the Debate Council, the track team and the cross-country club.

He won his "111" in track and was a dependable point winner for the U. of I. His many friends regret to see him leave the University but wish him all possible success and pleasure in his work.

A novel feature of the gym exhibition at Iowa State University will be a hobble skirt race.

The only college paper in the world that is a member of the Associated Press is the Daily Princetonian.

Whitman College Pioneer.

The Whitman debate team is to be held on May 13 has been chosen. It reads thus: "Resolved, That it is undesirable to compel employers in railroads to pay compensation to their employes for industrial accidents; company insurance not to be used as an alternative measure." At Walla Walla we shall have the negative side of the proposition, and at Moscow we are to uphold the affirmative. Each team is to consist of three members.

The subject of employers' liability for industrial accidents to their employes is an exceedingly interesting and timely one.

It is being debated in the Washington legislature and it came up before the Idaho legislature. The attractiveness of the subject ought to call out many candidates.

The final debate will be held on Saturday February 18. The Vollner and the Dewey debate prizes of each will then be awarded.

The first Idaho-Whitman debate took place on March 26, 1898, in Walla Walla. It was the first intercollegiate debate in Idaho. It was won by Idaho. The debates were continued until 1905.

Eight contests in all were held. The first contests were really only interclass debates. The membership of the teams was restricted to one society at Whitman and one society at Idaho. And in so-called the Whitman society admitted only men while the Idaho society was made up of both men and women. The contest governing the debates limited the members of the teams to men. But Whitman has in recent years insisted upon calling these early contests "intercollegiate" contests. So Idaho has adopted to accept them as such. Of the eight contests Whitman has won four and Idaho has won four.

The Whitman College Pioneer says that debate prospects with this Misquapites are most encouraging. They are very far from bright here. It is to be hoped we shall make a good showing in May. And then, perhaps, with the debate council who is to come to us next year there will be a marked revival of interest in debate.

We are confidently expecting the University authorities to provide a debate coach to get work next September. If they do not they are many who think it would be better to cease all debating activity.

You can get a line flannel skirt for $1.65 at the flah, a real novelty in prepared goods would be "philadelphia" wild oats.

Livist.
FRESHMAN ATHLETES BARRIED

Stanford Faculty Forbids Participation In Intercollegiate Sports.

Pleading for one year free from the excitement of publicity between the high school and the university years, President David Starr Jordan of Leland Stanford University has recommended and the faculty has ruled that hereafter no freshman shall participate in intercollegiate athletics. The rule will not go into effect however unless favorable arrangements can be made with the University of California at Berkeley. Dr. Jordan spoke as follows: "The freshmen ought to have a hold interval between the excitement of high school and the excitement of college, in which they can be brought into proper relation with university affairs. They should learn that they are here to study and not to be in the public eye. Examination of the standing of freshmen in this and other institutions shows that the standing of freshmen during competition is lower than at other times." Freshmen are not to be barred from intra-collegiate sports but from those between different institutions. There is no desire to put a stop to all athletics or even to all intercollegiate athletics, but this is an attempt to lessen the tendency toward excessive interest in intercollegiate games, where hot solo aim is too often merely to win. The same rule has been adopted in many eastern colleges for the purpose of keeping out "ringers." But Stanford is not troubled with this great evil.

President Jordan's letter to the Academic Council also recommended that no paid coaches should be employed by the student body. This has not been acted upon, but it is felt quite likely that it will be adopted.

LeRoy McCann, a law student last year has registered again in the Law school.

Francis J. Nivens has been compelled to leave college and has returned to his home.

The Zeta Delta boys are getting settled in their home on Washington Street, this week.

Miss Edna Stewart spent Saturday and Sunday with her sister, Mrs. Forrest Smith in Harvard.

Geo. Donat, '13, left for his home at Cambridge yesterday. He contemplates entering the University of Michigan next September.

The class of 1914 are planning their annual Freshman Gle. At a meeting last week various committees were appointed to complete arrangements for the dances. The date has not yet been arranged but definite plans will probably be made this week.

Miss Kawai Friday.

The University girls are making their preparations for Miss Michi Kawai's visit this week. They feel that Miss Kawai's coming will be a treat and believe that every one in college should hear and meet her. Miss Kawai is a Japanese woman, a member of the National board of the Y.W.C.A. in Japan and is also a member of the World's Committee of Association work. She is now on her return from the International Conference in Berlin where she was a prominent speaker. She has for the past few months been visiting in eastern colleges Miss Kawai herself is an eastern college woman, a graduate of Bryn Mawr. Miss Kawai will address the University girls at 10 o'clock Friday afternoon, Feb. 10 in the Y, M, C, A. room, and Friday evening from 5 to 10 a reception will be given in her honor at Ridgway Hall.

The girls are hoping that many will avail themselves of the opportunity of meeting and hearing Miss Kawai. The reception is open to all men and women of the University, the faculty and their wives, and men and women of the town.

Keep these dates open and hear Miss Kawai.

Aggies are Busy.

The Agricolural club met in Morrill Hall last Friday night and conducted a very interesting program. The chief topic under discussion was forestry and its relation to the great conservation movement. Several short papers and one or two were made by various members. One of the first year law men responded when called upon, with an extemporaneous but very eloquent address upon the subject under consideration.

The Agricultural club is one of the most active and persevering of the student organizations on the campus.

Joe Richards of Lowston was in Moscow Monday for the Phi Delta Theta dance.

Miss Rose Meyers of Spokane was a guest at the Gamma Phi Beta house the first of the week.

Miss Sattie Stockton of Glengrove was a Moscow visitor during the past week.

Hugh Bovill of Bovill visited his daughter Miss Dorothy Bovill who attends the University, over Sunday.

Midnight Oil

But, cheer up! Spring is coming! So are "I" System Suits just a week or two longer to wait. We are keeping the wires hot. There will be the choicest array of New Tans and Greys.

The "Mallory" Hats Arrive

Many lines approach this but as a rule they are all one season behind.

The Hat You Want Is Here

with distinction and snap, yet conforming in all details to the taste of good dressers.

The Price, $3

All Shades—All Sizes

Florsheim | Low Shoes—All New Kinds | Walk-Over
Spring Suits for Women—Dress Suits for Evening Wear

David & Ely Co., Ltd.

"THE STUDENTS' STORE"

H. P. EGGAN'S

Photo Studio and Art Store

Strictly First Class Work University Work a Specialty

WE SHALL

Appreciate an opportunity to serve you and promise prompt and efficient attention to every matter entrusted to our care

FIRST TRUST CO.

CANDY Cast treatment First and Last

Hot Drinks for the Coldest—Cool Drinks for the Hottest

DAVID & ELY CO., LTD.

"THE STUDENTS' STORE"

H. P. EGGAN'S

321 North 8th Street

PHOTO STUDIO and ART STORE

Strictly First Class Work University Work a Specialty

WE SHALL

Appreciate an opportunity to serve you and promise prompt and efficient attention to every matter entrusted to our care

FIRST TRUST CO.

Students: Patronize those who patronize us

CANDY Courteous Treatment First and Last

Hot Drinks for the Coldest—Cool Drinks for the Hottest

SMITH & SON

CONFECTIONERS

CIGARS TOBACCO

PIES
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We cater to your season's wants—